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In cloud computing environments, when a client wants to access any resources, hardware components, or
application services, he needs to get a subscription for the same from service providers. The usages of each
client are monitored over a network by service providers and later on user will be charged for the services
used. Cloud service provider is responsible for providing Quality of Service to clients. As the number of
client request increases in cloud environment, cloud service providers face various issues such as scheduling
and allocation of resources, security, privacy and virtual machine migration. Swarm intelligence, biological
systems, physical and chemical systems based metaheuristic algorithms have proved to be efficient and used
to solve real world scheduling optimization problems. This review focused on the insight view of various
nature-inspired metaheuristic algorithms and their comparisons on the basis of certain parameters that affects
the efficiency and effectiveness of their applicability in order to schedule different tasks in cloud environment.
This work facilitates comparative analysis of six metaheuristic techniques quantitatively based on scheduling
parameters like makespan and resource utilization cost. The objective of this systematic review is to find
the most optimal scheduling technique for solving multi criteria scheduling problem. After evaluating and
comparing Ant Colony Optimization, Particle Swarm Optimization, Genetic Algorithm, Artificial Bee Colony
algorithm, Crow Search Algorithm and Penguin Swarm Optimization Algorithm, it has been identified that
Crow Search algorithm is the most optimal technique in terms of makespan and resource utilization cost
parameters with significant improvement over others. Finally, the promising research directions has been
identified.
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INTRODUCTION

A system is considered to be an efficient if all of the applications executing over it gives their best
performance. So for efficient performance of any system, there is a need for effective management
of resources and scheduling of tasks on them. Same is the case in cloud environment, if users want
an efficient performance, they need to have effective scheduling techniques [19]. Scheduling is
a process of provisioning the available resources to the submitted applications in a given time
period in such a way that each application can utilize the resources effectively which leads to
maximization of Quality of Service (QoS). Therefore, multiple jobs are allocated to different types
of resources respecting constraints given by the cloud consumers and cloud service providers.
From the cloud user’s perspective, the constraints can be a deadline or a given budget i.e. they want
to get their jobs done in a given time period and within a limited budget. On the other hand, there can
be constraints from cloud service provider’s side as they want to maximize both resource utilization
and profits. Thus, keeping in mind the constraints of both the stakeholders and considering the
scalability feature of the cloud environment, which means the user’s requirements can change
dynamically, the applications have to be scheduled onto given resources while maintaining QoS,
this makes scheduling in cloud environment a NP-hard problem.
In cloud environment, the scheduling problem is a NP-hard optimization problem which means
that these problems cannot be solved in polynomial time and for such problems no polynomialtime algorithms are known. Scheduling is a challenging task in cloud environment, for which
optimization techniques such as heuristic techniques are often considered as a feasible solution [43].
Heuristic is a strategic way of hit and trial organized by set of rules. At times, when the complexity
in the problem increases, heuristic has very limited success recorded among various applications.
This limitation of heuristic approach is due to the delay caused in reaching an optimal solution.
Hence, heuristic is considered as a time consuming and least optimal solution based approach. On
the other hand, metaheuristic approach is expected to overcome these limitations and provide a
most optimal solution with less time [62]. In cloud environment, the following challenges related
to scheduling of tasks to limited number of resources have been identified from the literature:
• In cloud environment, there exists a task interference problem during the scale-in or scale-out
of the resources dynamically as per the demand.
• The poor admission control mechanism can result in executing multiple tasks simultaneously
which further can result in sudden exhaustion of resources.
• The variations in the QoS requirements at runtime can results in poor management of the
provisioned resources.
• The execution of newly submitted tasks (unhandled requests) at runtime should be taken
care off immediately.
1.1

Motivation

The motivation of this systematic review is to analyse the problem of optimal task-resource mapping
in depth through a comparison among the standard versions of metaheuristic algorithms in cloud
computing environment. This article is particularly motivated from the following requirements:
• In cloud environment, there is a need and demand for deeply understanding algorithms of
task-resource mapping.
• The algorithms examined in this systematic review were initially evaluated in varying scenarios and configurations, thus their advantage and disadvantage are not carefully investigated.
• The need for selecting the best suitable algorithm based on different cloud consumer’s and
provider’s requirements.
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• There is a need to find the best simulator for a particular scenario such as to implement
makespan and cost aware task to resource mapping approaches based on metaheuristic
techniques.
• There is a need to identify the future research directions and open challenges in this area.
In cloud environment, the solution to task scheduling problem based on exhaustive search are
impractical. In contrast, various metaheuristic techniques like Ant Colony Optimization (ACO),
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Genetic Algorithm (GA), Artificial Bee Colony (ABC), Crow
Search Algorithm (CSA) and Penguins Search Optimization Algorithm (PeSOA) can be applied
to solve scheduling problems in cloud computing. Moreover, analysis of different metaheuristic
techniques: PeSOA, GA, PSO, ACO, CSA and ABC has to be performed quantitatively depending
on multiple parameters. The performance constraints like load, resource utilization cost, makespan
and QoS should be considered for determining the optimal metaheuristic technique for a particular
set of cloud environment’s simulation conditions [13] [22].
In this systematic review, various well-established task-resource metaheuristic algorithms are
chosen and the experiments are performed using CloudSim toolkit. The evaluated algorithms are
selected from state-of-the-art algorithms based on their efficient performance in their individual
implementations on different simulation parameters.
1.2

Our Contributions

The main contributions of this work are as follows:
• Offering a cross-sectional view of the investigated metaheuristic-based task-resource mapping
algorithms, which presents outstanding performance in cloud computing area.
• Presenting a unified simulation-based analysis framework based on CloudSim that allows
evaluation and comparison of task-resource mapping algorithms in a unified and unbiased
way.
• Discussing the merits and demerits of the investigated algorithms to suggest optimal algorithms for different set of conditions.
• Presenting a comparative analysis among various cloud simulators based on different parameters to provide the prospective readers a clear understanding in decision making while
choosing the simulator for their applications.
• Presenting the promising future research directions for prospective readers.
1.3

Related Surveys

In the past, there are some research articles that have comprehensively reviewed the metaheuristic
techniques in cloud environment. Authors, Kalra and Singh [53] explored three standard metaheuristic techniques and provides the performance-based critical analysis of them, to achieve the
near-optimal solution for the problem in hand. Xu and Buyya [115] has introduced Brownout
approach and defined its taxonomies for handling resources and applications in cloud environment.
Singh and Chana [95] conducted methodical analysis to explore vital characteristics of resource
scheduling techniques so that future researchers will not face any trouble while choosing appropriate resource scheduling technique for specific workload. In 2019, Gill and Buyya [38] presented a
conceptual model which helps cloud service providers in ensuring sustainability of the cloud services with the feature of maintaining energy efficiency. Hameed et al. [48] investigated the existing
energy efficient resource allocation approaches based on suggested multi-dimension taxonomies.
Beloglazov et al. [12] proposed different taxonomies for energy-efficient framework of computing
system. These taxonomies can help to overcome the issues and challenges related to high energy
consumption.
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The comparison between our survey and other survey articles based on various criterion is
presented in Table 1. It can be clearly understood from the comparative analysis that till now there
is no existing survey or review that discuss about the quantitative comparative analysis of the six
standard metaheuristic techniques for scheduling of heterogeneous tasks to provisioned resources.
This work enhances the previous surveys and focuses on the analytical comparisons among
the standard metaheuristic algorithms so that their applicability can be justified for scheduling
optimization problem. Further, the critical analysis and observations are identified and proposed as
future research directions.
Table 1. Comparison between present survey and other survey articles
Criteria
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Based on performance
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✓
constraints
Based on control
✓ ✓ ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✕
parameters
Based on problems
✓ ✕ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✓
applied
Based on demerits
✓ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✓ ✕
Based on open research
challenges for every
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕
technique
Based on objective
✓ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✕
Proposed an analytical
model for quantitative
✓ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕
analysis
Complexity based analysis
✓ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕
of each algorithm
1-Present Survey, 2-Kalra and Singh 2015[53]. 3-Xu and Buyya 2019[115], 4-Singh and Chana 2016[95], 5-Gill
and Buyya 2019[38], 6-Hameed et al. 2016[48], 7-Boussaid et al. 2013[15], 8-Tsai and Rodrigues 2014[104],
9-Buyya et al. 2019[18], 10-Kumar et al. 2019[60] , 11-Ting et al. 2015[102]

1.4

Article Organization

The rest of the paper content is organized as follows: The state-of-the-art on metaheuristic scheduling techniques in cloud environment is presented in Section-2. The investigated algorithms
architecture and modelling is introduced in Section-3. In section-4, the pseudocode of the investigated algorithms is presented, whereas the performance metrics are summarized in Section-5.
Section-6 shows the performance comparisons of the investigated algorithms. Section-7 proposes
future research directions. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section-8.
2

REVIEW METHODOLOGY

The review work presented in this paper is accomplished by following the systematic steps which
includes the formulation of research questions based on various aspects of the topic in hand,
executing the survey by searching for the topic in various information sources, examining the
outcomes of the review by applying a review technique for selecting the appropriate review articles,
managing the outcomes of the review by applying search criteria and performing quality assessment
and at last extracting relevant data by crosschecking the results from selected articles using random
samples. The review methodology have been represented diagrammatically in Figure 1.
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STATE-OF-THE-ART METAHEURISTIC TECHNIQUES

In cloud environment, generation of optimal schedules for task scheduling on available resources is
very tedious task [13], for the same, various techniques have been proposed and tested like greedy,
genetic, heuristic and metaheuristic techniques [8] [15]. Nowadays, global optimization problems
are solved by using nature-inspired metaheuristic algorithms that came into existence since last
two decades. Some of these standard algorithms are reviewed by Singh et al. [91] in terms of their
representations, operators and application areas.
In systems with limited number of resources on cloud service provider side, to provide required
quality of service to customers, additional cost will be charged by cloud service providers. So
scheduling of tasks to resources must be done effectively to provide cloud consumers with required
number of resources at reduced cost [85]. Scheduling problem is related to two types of users. First
is cloud consumers, who wants to execute their tasks of varying complexity and size. Second is
cloud providers, they want to contribute resources for executing consumer’s jobs [63].
Both cloud consumers and cloud providers have different objectives. Cloud consumers benefit
by selecting resources wisely from the provisioned resources with a focus to reduce time and cost
[7]. For an application, if a user wants to minimize time period, he has to hire more resource from
cloud providers which results in spending more money. In contrast, cloud service providers incur
lot of money in building resources and providing infrastructure so as to maximize the resource
utilization to earn profit [21]. Therefore, there exists a trade-off between cost and time [17].
For minimizing both cost and time, there has to be an algorithm which will balance between
these two parameters [67]. The metaheuristic technique in the cloud environment is broadly
classified into five categories based on structure namely flow control, memory, diversification,
intensification and solution state. The solution state is further classified into singular metaheuristic
and population metaheuristic. The iterated and guided local search, variable neighbourhood search,
tabu search and simulated annealing belongs to the class of single-solution based metaheuristic
however the swarm intelligence and evolutionary computation belongs to the class of populationbased metaheuristic. The family of bio-inspired algorithms like ACO, ABC, CSA, PSO and PeSOA
comes under swarm intelligence category while differential evolution, evolutionary strategy, GA,
genetic programming and evolutionary programming comes under the category of evolutionary
computation. The taxonomy of metaheuristic techniques is represented diagrammatically in Figure
2.
In cloud computing environment, for ensuring QoS requirements of cloud consumers, a load
balancing mechanism has been suggested by Singh et al. [88], Singh et al. [89] and Ye et al. [117]. The
optimum resource utilization and energy consumption are the two major constraints considered for
evaluating the performance of the proposed algorithm. The autonomic cloud computing has been
comprehensively and critically reviewed by Kumar and Kumar [61] and Singh and Chana [94] to
find out the research gaps that exists and further future research directions have been identified and
quoted. The MOSACO i.e. "a Multi-objective scheduling method based on ant colony optimization"
technique have been proposed by Zuo et al. [119] to optimally schedule the computing resources
with an intent to minimize the execution cost and task completion times while maximizing the
QoS and profit of the cloud service providers. The BULLET i.e. a "PSO based resource scheduling
technique" have been proposed by the Gill et al. [39]. The suggested technique was compared with
its counterparts [75] [96] [116] and found to have reduced the execution times, energy consumption
and execution cost. The Table 2 shows comprehensive study of various state-of-the-art metaheuristic
strategies on the basis of performance constraints.
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Table 2. Review of metaheuristic algorithms based on Performance Constraints
Author, Citation
Wang et al. [111]
Salimi et al. [83]
Gill and Buyya [37]
Abd Elaziz et al. [2]
Adhikari et al. [3]
Gill et al. [39]
Kumar et al. [60]
Almezeini and Hafez [4]
Jena [52]
Zuo et al. [119]
Mirjalili and Lewis [74]
Pacini et al. [78]
Zhao [118]
Singh and Chana [94]
Ramezani et al. [82]
Babu and Krishna [11]
Ye et al. [117]
Tsai and Rodrigues [104]
Dasgupta et al. [28]
Yassa et al. [116]
Venters and Whitley [109]

Makespan
Time
✓
✓
✕
✓
✓
✕
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✕
✓
✓
✕
✓
✓
✓
✕

Turnaround
Time
✕
✓
✕
✕
✕
✕
✓
✕
✕
✕
✕
✕
✕
✕
✕
✕
✕
✕
✕
✕
✕

Execution
Time
✕
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✕
✓
✓
✓
✓

Execution
Cost
✓
✕
✓
✕
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✕
✕
✓
✓
✓
✕
✕
✓
✕
✓
✕

Throughput
✕
✕
✓
✓
✓
✕
✓
✕
✕
✕
✕
✓
✕
✓
✓
✓
✕
✕
✕
✕
✕

Resource
Utilization
✕
✓
✓
✕
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✕
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✕
✕
✕
✕

Energy
Consumption
✕
✕
✓
✕
✕
✓
✓
✕
✓
✕
✕
✕
✕
✓
✕
✕
✓
✕
✕
✓
✕

In the next decade the technological advancements like Internet of Things, server-less computing
and edge computing is going to change the method of implementation and usage of cloud computing.
Buyya et al. [18] has portrayed different challenges posed by the advances in technologies. They
identified that there is a need of developing new methodologies which should be embedded with
the existing infrastructure of cloud environment so that QoS requirements of all the associated
stakeholders will be taken care off. The SCOOTER i.e. "self management of cloud services for
execution of clustered workload" have been suggested by Gill and Buyya [37] to effectively and
efficiently map the resources of cloud service providers to the consumer applications. So that
execution cost, execution time, service level agreement violation rate, throughput, and resource
utilization parameters are optimized as compared to its counterparts [26] [84].
For scheduling optimization problem, a near-optimal solution has been proposed by Salimi et
al. [83], where they have suggested a technique that can be analyzed on the basis of number of
processors and finish time required to accomplish the tasks. The trade-off between makespan and
the cost of executing the tasks by cloud resources have been optimally managed by an IMPSO
algorithm [111]. This algorithm minimizes the probability of plunging into local optimization and
improves the convergence rate of PSO algorithm. The PSO algorithm can be further combined with
ANN ("Artificial Neural Network") algorithm to make a hybridized ANN-PSO algorithm in order
to apply it for harmonic estimation [108]. The metaheuristic algorithms in cloud systems can be
compared on the basis of common characteristics they possess to solve scheduling optimization
problem. The inspiration, objectives, control parameters, problems on which they are applied,
optimization parameters, merits, demerits and future research challenges are some of the basic
characteristics that should be investigated for each of the metaheuristic algorithm as quoted in
Table 4. The high level comparison of metaheuristic algorithms based on criteria mentioned in
Table 4 is given in Table 3.
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Technique

Inspiration

Control

Objective

Optimization

Problems

Parameters

Function

Parameters

Applied

Open Research
Merits

Demerits
Challenges

quantity of trail laid
Ant Colony

It is based on the
behaviour of ants

Optimization [120]

searching for food

by ants, trail persistence,
relative importance of
trail, relative importance

reduce deadline
violation rate
and minimize cost

different heuristic or metaheuristic

multi-objective
deadline violation

optimal solution obtained

deadline violation

techniques can be merged with

through feedback network

is high

standard ACO algorithm to improve

scheduling optimization

rate and cost
problem

its performance and convergence rate

of visibility
sphere function, rosenbrock

inertia weight, range of
Particle Swarm
Optimization [27]

Genetic
Algorithm [58]

particles, dimensions of

the movements

particles, number of

of birds in flocks

particles, population size,

function, griewank function,

number of iterations

rostrigin function

It is inspired by
the natural process
of evolution

Bee Colony
Algorithm [54]

It is inspired by

mutation rate,
generation gap

the intelligent
maximum number of
iterations, population

foxholes function, shaffer’s

bench mark functions

altering objective functions,
speed
pareto ranking approaches

different parameters

the analysis of social influence

depends on the

aspect of the algorithm is a topic

optimization

for future research

among particles as they search
space collaboratively
problem in hand
the solution for problems with

weighted sum approaches,
maximize convergence

multiple fitness

multimodal, non-convex and

functions

discontinuous solution
space can be found easily

more difficult to

technique for determining optimal

implement as

trade-off values of different control

compared to others

parameters is required

the convergence rate to

maximum number of
cycle, colony size,

behaviour of

speed

trade-off between
swarm derives from the interaction

griewank function, rostrigin
maximize convergence function, rosenbrock function,
speed

honey bee swarm

ackley function, schwefel

high dimensional bench

It can be efficiently used for

mark functions having

multi-variable and multi-modal

independent task

multi-modality

function optimization problems

scheduling needs

function

size

get the solution of

improvement

the effect of changes in control
parameters on the performance
of ABC algorithm can be determined,
performance of ABC algorithm can
be improved by integrating useful
heuristics

engineering optimization

CSA algorithm can be applied for

It is inspired by
problem, pressure vessel
the intelligent
Crow Search
Algorithm [9]

behaviour of
crows in hiding &

trade-off between

sphere function, rosenbrock
flight length,
awareness probability

maximize convergence
speed

retrieving its food

design problem, tension/
function, griewank function,
compression spring design
ackley function, schwefel

convergence rate is good and
fewer parameters to adjust

has to balanced in

problem, welded beam

order to get the improved

design problem, bench

convergence rate

function

when required

control parameters

solving scheduling optimization
problem in future, better results can
be obtained by balancing trade-off
between different control parameters
of CSA algorithm

mark functions
the number of penguins
Penguin Search
Optimization
Algorithm [35]

It is inspired by
probability distribution of
the collaborative
hunting strategy
of penguins

holes, probability
distribution of levels

maximize convergence
speed

rostrigin function, de Jong
function, rosenbrock function,
schwefel function

bench mark functions

It is more robust & efficient

should be large for

principle of reproduction and

searching all local &

migration can be introduced to

global minima in

enhance search mechanism

search space
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Table 4. Traits of metaheuristic algorithms

Trait

Description
The different population based metaheuristic algorithms have been portrayed in

Technique

this section.
The nature-inspired motivation source of metaheuristic algorithms have been
Inspiration

depicted in this section.

Control

The control parameters of metaheuristic algorithms and their count plays a vital

Parameters

role in the selection of algorithm for solving a given problem.

Objective

The objective function of the metaheuristic algorithm has been designed for a

Function

specific purpose i.e. either minimizing/maximizing the given function value.

Optimization

For performing comparative analysis between various metaheuristic algorithms, the

Parameters

performance criterion have been designed using different optimization parameters.

Problems

The problems applied define the environment where the metaheuristic algorithms

Applied

can be applied and executed.

Merits

The advantages of metaheuristic algorithms have been described in this section.

Demerits

The disadvantages of metaheuristic algorithms have been described in this section.

Open Research

The research challenges related to different metaheuristic algorithms have been

Challenges

outlined in this section for the purpose of providing appropriate solution in future.

3.1

Discussions

The analysis of different metaheuristic scheduling algorithms based on various performance constraints has been done and quoted in Table 2 and Table 3, the following perceptions and difficulties
are recognized:
• The selection of appropriate scheduling technique depends on how efficient a chosen technique can address the trade-off between customer necessities and asset utilization. The
different requirements possessed by customer tasks may include varied processing time,
memory space, information traffic, response time, etc.
• The genuine need in the present cloud environment is to serve the customers as per their
desired QoS-level expectations. For this, cloud facilitators needs to ensure that sufficient
proportion of resources are provisioned to cloud buyers.
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• In multi criteria task scheduling optimization, the schedulers would be efficient enough to
handle the issues of high load, genuine asset contention, and inefficient participation to meet
the needs of stakeholders.
• The strategies used diverse goals for task-resource mapping however the use of various objectives like makespan and resource utilization cost inside one calculation was not considered.
Depending on following criteria, we carefully select 6 metaheuristic based state-of-the-art taskresource mapping techniques for our comparisons and evaluations:
• To make the comparison more persuasive, the algorithms were published in prominent
journals or conferences, and the algorithms can be representative of a category of algorithms.
• To ensure the evaluation results reproducible, the algorithms were implemented in CloudSim
or can be easily evaluated in CloudSim.
• To make the algorithm comparable, the algorithms should have been evaluated with the same
baseline.
‘
4

SCHEDULING MODEL

Scheduling is a mechanism of allocating user tasks to available number of resources, with a condition
of satisfying some constraints imposed on both tasks and resources by their respective cloud users
and cloud service providers. The flow diagram of mapping different user tasks to the available
resources i.e VMs in data center is shown in Figure 3.
Users
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Host
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Host
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T3
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Scheduler

VM3
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Host

SUB-TASK 2

Usern

Tn

VMn

Host

Fig. 3. Scheduling Methodology

Tasks submitted by different users are independent to each other with varied requirements. It
is shown in the Figure 3 that cloud environment can consists of n number of users denoted as
𝑈 𝑠𝑒𝑟 1, 𝑈 𝑠𝑒𝑟 2, ..𝑈 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑛 who can submit n number of tasks denoted as𝑇1,𝑇2, ..𝑇𝑛 that are allocated to the
𝑛 number of VM’s denoted as 𝑉 𝑀1, 𝑉 𝑀2, ..𝑉 𝑀𝑛 of 𝑝 number of data centers 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 1, 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 2,
..𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑝 .
The schematic diagram for implementing scheduling techniques is shown in Figure 4. As portrayed in Figure 4, at a particular instant of time, in a cloud environment there can be 𝑛 number of
users labelled as 𝑈 𝑠𝑒𝑟 1, 𝑈 𝑠𝑒𝑟 2, ..𝑈 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑛 . These users can either work dependently or independently
of each other. The multiple applications submitted by the users are represented as 𝑛 number of tasks
labelled as 𝑇 𝑎𝑠𝑘 1,𝑇 𝑎𝑠𝑘 2, ..𝑇 𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑛 . These tasks need resources for their execution. The resources in
cloud environment is represented by Hosts labelled as 𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡 1, 𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡 2, ..𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑛 . Further, each Host can
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consists of single or multiple VMs labelled as 𝑉 𝑀1, 𝑉 𝑀2, ..𝑉 𝑀𝑛 . The mapping of multiple tasks to
available resources (VMs) is termed as scheduling problem [70]. The optimal scheduling algorithm
is required in order to map the tasks to limited number of VMs keeping in view various performance
constraints. In this paper, the six different metaheuristic scheduling algorithms from the state of
the art literature has been identified and applied to solve multi-objective scheduling optimization
problem considering makespan and resource utilization cost as parameters.
4.1 Objective Function Formulation
When a scheduling algorithm is designed and jobs are to be mapped on resources, the restriction or
the optimization criteria specified by the stakeholders should be kept in mind [10]. Which further
helps in designing the objective function [93] [33]. An objective function is designed for scheduling
algorithm and the main objective is to minimize or maximize this objective function according to
the criteria specified by the user. So it is basically the solution for scheduling problem. The metrics
used for the experimentation are makespan and resource utilization cost.
4.1.1 Makespan. Makespan is the cumulative execution time of aggregate tasks in a job queue.
An optimal scheduling algorithm aimed at reducing the makespan [25]. Makespan (𝑀𝑆) can be
calculated from the equation 1
𝑀𝑆 =

𝑠
Õ

(1)

𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐸𝑇𝑟

𝑟 =1

where, s is the total number of tasks and 𝐸𝑇𝑟 refers to the execution time of the 𝑟 𝑡ℎ task which is
calculated from the equation 2
𝐸𝑇𝑟 =

𝑊
1
3

∗

 𝑀 𝑡𝑎 ∗𝑀𝐼𝑝
𝑐1
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𝑀 𝑡𝑎 ∗𝑃𝑅𝑝
𝑐2

+

𝑀 𝑡𝑎 ∗𝑀𝐸𝑀𝑝
]
𝑐3

(2)
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with condition 1 ≤ 𝑝 ≤ 𝑔, where 𝑐 1 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑀𝐼𝑝 , 𝑐 2 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑃𝑅𝑝 , 𝑐 3 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑀𝐸𝑀𝑝 are the constants
which represent the maximum value of MIPS, processor, memory of the VMs. 𝑀 𝑡𝑎 refers to the task
assignment matrix which is calculated on the tasks allocated to the VMs. W refers to the number
of tasks waiting in the queue for execution.
The calculation of makespan relies on number of tasks, execution time, assignment matrix, MIPS,
processor and memory of the VM where tasks are being executed.
4.1.2 Resource Utilization Cost (RUC). RUC is the total cost that client needs to pay for asset usage
to service provider. The resource utilization of the system can be determined based on the task time
matrix (𝑀 𝑡𝑡 ) and the parameters of the VMs. The (𝑀 𝑡𝑡 ) can be calculated from equation 3 [114].
𝑀 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑀 𝑡𝑎 ∗ 𝐸𝑇𝑟

(3)

where 𝑀 𝑡𝑎 is the task assignment matrix, 𝐸𝑇𝑟 is the execution time required to execute the 𝑟 𝑡ℎ
task.
The resource utilization (𝑅𝑈 ) can be calculated by equation 4, given below.
𝑅𝑈 =

𝑞
𝑠
1  Õ Õ 𝑡𝑡  𝑀𝐼𝑝 𝑃𝑅𝑝 𝑀𝐸𝑀𝑝 
𝑀 ∗
+
+
𝑠 ∗ 𝑁 𝑣 𝑝=1 𝑟 =1 𝑝𝑟
𝑐1
𝑐2
𝑐3

(4)

𝑡𝑡 is the task time matrix of
where 𝑁 𝑣 is the normalized value, s is the total number of tasks, 𝑀𝑝𝑟
𝑟 𝑡ℎ task executed in the 𝑝 𝑡ℎ VM, 𝑀𝐼𝑝 is the MIPS of the 𝑝 𝑡ℎ VM, 𝑃𝑅𝑝 is the processor of the 𝑝 𝑡ℎ
VM, 𝑀𝐸𝑀𝑝 is the memory of the 𝑝 𝑡ℎ VM.
The resource utilization cost (𝑅𝑈 𝐶) can be calculated by using equation 5.

𝑅𝑈 𝐶 = 1 − 𝑅𝑈

(5)

4.1.3 Objective Function. The objective function (𝐹𝑛 ) for the comparative analysis of different
metaheuristic scheduling algorithms based on makespan and resource utilization cost is defined in
equation 6. The objective function aims at offering the minimum value.
𝑀𝑆 
+ 1 − 𝑅𝑈 ]
(6)
𝑅𝑀𝑆
In the further section, the metaheuristic based state-of-the-art task-resource mapping techniques
have been studied in detail in terms of their applicability in solving the task scheduling optimization
problem in cloud environment.
𝐹𝑛 =

5

AN OVERVIEW OF INVESTIGATED ALGORITHMS

A metaheuristic is a more elevated amount of heuristics and is pertinent in situations where data
given is inadequate or computational limit is deficient. These types of metaheuristic techniques are
utilized to solve the complex scheduling optimization problems [73] [104] [87] [72] . Some of them
are discussed in the following sections.
5.1

Optimization in Scheduling Techniques

Optimization criteria is illustrated by the case in which user has specified that the job should be
finished in some minimum amount of time period and minimum cost should be incurred, but has
not specified any deadline or any budget specifications. So scheduling techniques are developed
such that the constraints specified by the users should be satisfied. Like a job should be finished in a
given amount of time period within specified budget constraints [68] [69]. Optimization criteria can
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be a combination of various constraints, used when making scheduling decisions and it represents
the goal of scheduling process.
5.2

Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) Algorithm

ACO is aimed at searching for an optimal solution for an scheduling optimization problem. It
simulates the searching behaviour of ants.
When a group of ants have to search for the shortest optimal path between their home and
sustenance source, even without the usage of senses such as the sense of sight, ants are able to do so
quite effortlessly. The answer to this is pheromones. Ants have a large number of pheromones that
their body secretes where each pheromone symbolizes a different thing. Initially the ants choose a
random path and once they successfully reach their desired target, the path of fitness is calculated
and the pheromones are secreted and set on that particular path. As more and more ants follow
this path the amount of pheromones increases and making it clearer for the other ants as to which
path to choose through pheromone updating. The path having highest pheromone value represents
the shorter path and the path having lowest pheromone value represents longest path. Initially,
the ants are placed randomly at a point. The ants move from one VM to another, until the task is
completely executed. The rate of evaporation of the pheromone is also another deciding factor as
to which path to choose [87]. The same mechanism can be applied in the field of computer sciences,
where the necessary parameters like number of tasks and resources, task deadline, incurred costs,
and other related constraints are taken as input.
5.2.1 Pseudocode of ACO Algorithm. The pseudocode of Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 1. The transition probability of 𝑘 𝑡ℎ ant on 𝑡 𝑡ℎ instance over edge 𝑒 is given in
equation 7
𝛽

𝑃𝑒𝑘 (𝑡) =

𝜏𝑒 (𝑡 ) 𝛼 .𝜂𝑒




Í


𝑘 ∈𝑁 𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑘

(𝜏𝑒𝑘 (𝑡 ) 𝛼 ).𝜂
1

𝛽

𝑖 𝑓 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑘
(7)

𝑒 2𝑘



0


𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

where, if 𝑒 = (𝑖, 𝑗) then 𝑒 1𝑘 = (𝑖, 𝑘) and 𝑒 2𝑘 = (𝑘, 𝑗)
𝑃𝑒𝑘 (𝑡) represents transition probability of 𝑘 𝑡ℎ ant on 𝑡 𝑡ℎ instance over edge e and
𝑁𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑘 = 𝑉 − 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑘 ,
𝛼 and 𝛽 parameters are used to control relative importance of trail vs visibility
V is a set of vertices.
(
Δ𝜏𝑒𝑘

=

𝑄
𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑘

0

𝑖 𝑓 𝜏 ∈ 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑘
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(8)

where, 𝜏𝑒𝑘 represent evaporation for 𝑘 𝑡ℎ ant on edge e
𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑘 is tour length for 𝑘𝑡ℎ ant
Q is the constant
The complexity of the ACO algorithm is 𝑂 (|𝐸||𝑉 |𝑛), where 𝑛 is the population size, |𝐸| is the
number of edges |𝑉 | is the number of vertices. ACO may work effectively for some of the applications
and for others it may be slow convergence speed. Stagnation problem may also result when all the
jobs are assigned to the same resource. So there is a need of developing an efficient metaheuristic
scheduling technique that overcomes the limitations of the ACO algorithm.
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Algorithm 1 Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
Input: 𝐺 = (𝑉 , 𝐸), 𝑚 = number of ants, 𝑐 = small positive number, 𝑁𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 = maximum number of
iterations
Output: Shortest path
1: Set 𝑡 ← 0,𝑁𝐶 ← 0 , 𝜏𝑒 (𝑡) ← 𝑐 ∀ 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 & Δ𝑡 𝐸 = 0
2: randomly map 𝑚 ants on 𝑉 nodes as a initial loc
3: 𝑆 ← 1
4: for 𝑘 ← 1 𝑡𝑜 𝑚 do
5:
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑘 [𝑚] ← 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑜 𝑓 𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑘
6: end for
7: while (𝑆 < |𝑉 |) do
8:
𝑆 ←𝑆 +1
9:
for 𝑘 ← 1 𝑡𝑜 𝑚 do
10:
Compute 𝑃𝑒 (𝑡) with equation 7
11:
Select edge 𝑒 to traverse with the probability 𝑃𝑒 (𝑡)
12:
Let ant 𝑘 traverse with edge 𝑒
13:
𝑒 = (𝑖, 𝑗), insert 𝑗 into 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑘
14:
end for
15: end while
16: 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑘 ← minimum tour among all ants
17: for (𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸) do
18:
for (𝑘 ← 1 𝑡𝑜 𝑚) do
19:
update Δ𝜏𝑒𝑘 according to equation 8
20:
Δ𝜏𝑒 ← Δ𝜏𝑒 + Δ𝜏𝑒𝑘
21:
Compute 𝜏𝑒 (𝑡 + 𝑛) = 𝜌𝜏𝑒 (𝑡) + Δ𝜏𝑒
22:
𝑡 ← 𝑡 + 𝑛, 𝑁𝐶 ← 𝑁𝐶 + 1
23:
end for
24:
for (𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸) do
25:
𝜏𝑒 ← 0
26:
if ((𝑁𝐶 < 𝑁𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) & not stagnation behavior) then
27:
for (𝑘 ← 1 𝑡𝑜 𝑚) do
28:
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑘 ← 𝜙
29:
end for
30:
goto step 7
31:
else return shortest ant tour
32:
end if
33:
end for
34: end for

5.3

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Algorithm

PSO algorithm optimizes a problem by iterative process of improving a candidate solution with
regard to a given measure of quality. It imitates the behaviour of a bird flocking to find the food.
PSO describes the paticles and minimize them on the basis of the fitness function of each particle.
Particle consist of the tasks and the mapped resources. Fitness function determines the effectiveness
of the schedule [107]. Each particle is similar to chromosomes in genetic algorithm and have a
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fitness value, which will be assessed by a fitness capacity that need to be enhanced in each iteration
[49] [79].
Every particle has its best position termed as pbest where the fitness value is optimal as compared
to other particles of whole population locally. The same particle has its best position termed as
gbest where the fitness value is optimal as compared to other particles of whole population globally
[65] [110]. In each cycle, every particle moves to another position and the new position is guided
by the particle’s velocity [121].
5.3.1 Pseudocode of PSO Algorithm. The pseudocode of PSO Algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
private(t, i) = best found position of 𝑡 𝑡ℎ particle by 𝑖 iteration
global(i) = best found solution by all particles on 𝑖 𝑡ℎ iteration
let 𝑥𝑡𝑖 be the position vector of 𝑡 𝑡ℎ particle on 𝑖 𝑡ℎ instance
𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑌 =𝑥𝑡0,𝑥𝑡1,𝑥𝑡2,....,𝑥𝑡𝑖 [𝑓 (𝑌 )]

(9)

𝑙𝑖 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖 [𝑓 (𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑘, 𝑖))]

(10)

𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 (𝑖) = 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑙𝑖, 𝑖)

(11)

where, k = 0 to m

where, f is the fitness function
𝑉𝑡 (𝑖) = denotes the velocity of the 𝑡 𝑡ℎ particle at 𝑖 𝑡ℎ iteration, it updates using the equation as
follows:
𝑉𝑡 (𝑖 + 1) = 𝜔𝑉𝑡 (𝑖) + 𝛼 1𝑟 1 (𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑡𝑖 ) − 𝑥𝑡𝑖 ) + 𝛼 2𝑟 2 (𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 (𝑖) − 𝑥𝑡𝑖 )

(12)

𝑥𝑡𝑖+1 = 𝑥𝑡𝑖 + 𝑉𝑡 (𝑖 + 1)

(13)

where, 𝑟 1 and 𝑟 2 ≃ [0,1]
𝛼 1 & 𝛼 2 are small positive constant called acceleration coefficient
The complexity of PSO algorithm is 𝑂 (𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 ∗ 𝑛 2 ), where, 𝑛 is population size and 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 is
maximum number of iterations.
PSO technique may work efficiently for some of the applications and for others it may achieve optimal convergence rate. Moreover during convergence, the constant values of the parameters might
cause the needless fluctuation of particles. So it is required to develop an effective metaheuristic
technique that overcomes the limitations of the PSO algorithm.
5.4

Genetic Algorithm (GA)

Genetic algorithm is based on initial set of random solutions known as populations. Chromosomes
are the individuals in the population. Solutions of one population is taken forward to reproduce the
new population. This is done in the expectation that the new population generated are superior
than the older one. The suitable resources are used to reproduce the new populations [23]. GA
makes a populace of arrangements and applies control operators like mutation and crossover to
find the best among them. At each step, there is a random selection of individuals from the current
population [97] [86].
Genetic algorithms are flexible and provides better optimize solutions whenever working with
the large data sets. Easy implementation, simple architecture and heuristic properties are the
advantages of genetic algorithms. Various researchers are working on the different parameters
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Algorithm 2 Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
Input:Position vector x randomly initialized
Output:Best found solution
1: Initialise each position vector 𝑥 0𝑡 to the random value in the solution space
2: 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑡, 0) ← 𝑥 0𝑡
3: Compute 𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 (0) using equation 11
4: randomly select a valid initial velocity 𝑉𝑡 for all particle
5: 𝑖 ← 0
6: while (𝑖 < 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 ) do
7:
Select valid 𝑟 1 and 𝑟 2
8:
Compute each particle t velocity 𝑉𝑡 (𝑖) by equation 12
9:
Update each particle t position 𝑥𝑖𝑡 by equation 13
10:
Compute 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑡, 𝑖) for each 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 (𝑡)
11:
Check and update for each 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 (𝑡)
12:
if (𝑓 (𝑥𝑖𝑡 ) < 𝑓 (𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 (𝑖))) then
13:
𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 (𝑖) = 𝑥𝑖𝑡
14:
end if
15:
𝑖 ←𝑖 +1
16: end while
17: return 𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 (𝑖) as the best found solution.
related to genetic algorithms and are trying to optimize it further for specific set of applications
[50].
5.4.1 Pseudocode of GA Algorithm. The pseudocode of GA Algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.
The function 𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 (𝑥, 𝑦) takes two solutions 𝑥, 𝑦 and return offspring of 𝑥 & 𝑦
The function 𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑥) takes one solution 𝑥 and return the 𝑥
𝑓 is the fitness function
The complexity of the GA algorithm is 𝑂 (𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 ∗ 𝑛 ∗ 𝑆), where 𝑆 is the computation for mutation
and crossover function, 𝑛 is the maximum population, 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 is the maximum number of
iterations.
Genetic scheduling technique may work efficiently for some of the applications and for others
it may have long execution time. Moreover, GA has slow convergence rate and it may converge
towards the local optima. Hence it is required to develop an efficient metaheuristic algorithm that
overcomes the limitations of GA algorithm.
5.5

Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) Algorithm

ABC algorithm is an technique which relies on behaviour of honey bee. It utilizes control parameters
such as maximum number of cycles and colony size. ABC is a streamlining algorithm having a
population based search methodology in which sustenance positions are changed by simulating
honey bees with iteration [6]. In a multidimensional search space, bee flies around to search the
food. ABC framework joins neighborhood-seek techniques, completed by utilized and spectator
honey bees, with worldwide hunt strategies, overseen by spectators and scouts, endeavoring to
adjust investigation process [30].
5.5.1 Pseudocode of ABC Algorithm. The pseudocode of ABC Algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4.
𝑁 𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑟 (𝑥𝑘 , 𝑥 𝑗 ) = 𝑥 𝑗 + 𝜙 𝑗 (𝑥 𝑗 − 𝑥𝑘 )
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Algorithm 3 Genetic Algorithm (GA)
Input: Randomly initiated N valid solutions
Output: Solution S
1: Let 𝑖 = 1, where 𝑖 is the iteration index.
2: Randomly initiate 𝑁 solutions 𝑆 = {𝑥 11, 𝑥 12, 𝑥 13, ..., 𝑥 1𝑁 }.
3: Compute fitness value 𝑓 (𝑥𝑖𝑡 ), ∀𝑡 ∈ [1, 𝑁 ].
4: Select set 𝐶 ⊂ 𝑆 × 𝑆 for the offspring generation based on fitness value.
5: if (𝑖 < 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 ) then
6:
For all 𝑐 ⊂ 𝐶, apply crossover function on 𝑐 & add the offspring back in 𝑆.
7:
Apply mutate function on each element of 𝑆.
8:
Compute fitness value of each solution in 𝑆 & remove infeasible solution.
Based on the fitness value, select 𝑁 solutions from 𝑆 and remove (|𝑆 | − 𝑁 ) solution from 𝑆.
9:
10:
𝑖 ← 𝑖 + 1.
11: end if
12: Return 𝑆
where, 𝜙 𝑗 is a random number associated with 𝑗 𝑡ℎ Bee.
The complexity of the ABC algorithm is 𝑂 (𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 ∗ 𝑛 ∗ 𝑑), where 𝑑 is the problem dimension, 𝑛 is
the population size, 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 is the maximum number of iterations.
Algorithm 4 Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm (ABC)
Input: 𝑆 ← 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜 𝑓 𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑠, 𝑙 ← 𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑, 𝑢 ← 𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑
Output: V with max fit(V)
 𝑥 00 𝑥 01 . . 𝑥 0(𝑛−1) 


 𝑥 10 𝑥 11 . . 𝑥 1(𝑛−1) 


 .
.
. .
. 
1: Generate FS =

 .
.
. .
. 

𝑥𝑚0 𝑥𝑚1 . . 𝑥𝑚 (𝑛−1) 


where 𝑥𝑖 𝑗 = 𝑅(𝑙 𝑗 , 𝑢 𝑗 )
2: Select some employed bees
3: for (each employed bee j) do
4:
𝑘 ← 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝑚, 0)
→
−
−
−
5:
𝑉𝑗 ← 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑓 𝑖𝑡 ( Vj ), 𝑓 𝑖𝑡 (𝑁 𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑟 (→
xk, →
xj )))
Í𝐸
→
−
6:
Compute 𝑑 ← 𝑖=0 𝑓 𝑖𝑡 ( Vi )
7: end for
8: for (each onlooker bee k) do
→)
𝑓 𝑖𝑡 ( x−
9:
Set selection probability of each food location, 𝑙 = 𝑑 m
10:
Select a location according to probability for bee 𝑘
11: end for
12: Select some scout bees: randomly select a location in search space
Artificial bee colony scheduling technique may work efficiently for some of the applications and
for others it may require random initializations. Moreover, ABC follows probabilistic approach in
local search. Hence, it is required to design an effective metaheuristic algorithm that overcomes
the limitations of the ABC algorithm.
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Crow Search Algorithm (CSA)

The CSA algorithm is another population based metaheuristic technique. Crows are widely disseminated variety of feathered creatures which are currently viewed as world’s most canny creatures.
Crows demonstrate exceptional cases of ability and perform consistently on ability tests. These
birds can remember faces, can utilize apparatuses, convey in advanced ways, cover up and recover
food over different seasons. Motivated by nature, CSA works in light of this thought that crows
store their abundance food in particular positions of the environment and recover food from hidden
location when it is required. Crows tails other crows to acquire better sustenance sources. On the
off chance that a crow notice another is tailing it, the crow misleads that crow by setting off to
another position [9].
As of optimization, crows are denoted as searchers. Environment is denoted as search space.
Each position of the search space corresponds to a feasible solution. The nature of food source is
objective function. Finally the best food source represents the global solution of the problem.
5.6.1 Pseudocode of Crow Search Algorithm (CSA). The pseudocode of Crow Search Algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 5. The solution vector of crow k on 𝑖 𝑡ℎ iteration is given in equation 14
(
𝑚𝑖𝑘 + 𝑟𝑘 ∗ 𝑠𝑘𝑖 (𝑚𝑖𝑡 − 𝑙𝑡𝑖 ) 𝑟 𝑗 ≥ 𝑃𝑡𝑖
=
𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
(
𝑙 𝑖+1 Φ(𝑙𝑘𝑖+1 )𝑖𝑠 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛 Φ(𝑚𝑖𝑘 )
𝑖+1
𝑚𝑘 = 𝑘 𝑖
𝑚𝑘 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
𝑙𝑘𝑖

(14)

(15)

where, Φ → objective function and
𝑙𝑘𝑖 → solution vector of crow k on 𝑖 𝑡ℎ iteration,
𝑃𝑘𝑖 → awareness probability of 𝑘 𝑡ℎ crow at 𝑖 𝑡ℎ instance,
𝑟𝑘 → random number for crow k,
t → targeted crow,
𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 → maximum number of iterations.
𝑚𝑖𝑘 → best known hiding location of 𝑘 𝑡ℎ crow at 𝑖 𝑡ℎ instance,
𝑠𝑘𝑖 → stamina factor of 𝑘 𝑡ℎ crow at 𝑖 𝑡ℎ instance,
The complexity of the CSA algorithm is 𝑂 (𝑛 ∗ 𝑑 ∗ 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 ), where 𝑑 is the problem dimension and
𝑛 is the population size, 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 is the maximum number of iterations.
In the event of these situations, CSA reproduce the intelligent behavior of crows, in discovering
the solution to scheduling optimization issue. Moreover, CSA follows probabilistic approach in
local search. Hence, it is required to develop an metaheuristic technique in which diversity of the
algorithm can be more effectively controlled in order to solve complex optimization problem.
5.7

Penguin Search Optimization Scheduling Algorithm (PeSOA)

PeSOA algorithm depends on hunting behavior of penguins. This penguin technique is interesting as
they can work together with their efforts and synchronize their plunges to optimize the cumulative
energy during the duration of aggregate hunting. Every penguin contribute to a solution and are
distributed in groups. Each group looks for food in specific holes with different height levels. In this
procedure, penguins arrange in groups and begin to pursuit in a particular hole and level according
to food likelihood.
In each iteration, situation of the penguin with new solution is arrived, which is adjusted and
therefore provide three solutions. Which are best local solution, the last solution, and the new
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Algorithm 5 Crow Search Algorithm
Input: Vector r, Awareness probability matrix P, 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟
Output:Optimum location in search space
1: Randomly place each crow k in a valid location in search space represented by 𝑙𝑘1 .
2: Initialize the memory location 𝑚𝑘1 = 𝑙𝑘1 .
3: 𝑖 ← 1
4: while (𝑖 < 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 ) do
5:
for each crow k do
6:
Select the target crow t.
7:
Update the k crow location, 𝑙𝑘𝑖 using equation 14.
8:
Check the validity of new location.
9:
Update the memory location of crow k using equation 15.
10:
end for
11:
𝑖 ←𝑖 +1
12: end while
solution. After multiple iterations the solution of every penguin in each group is re-evaluated and
best solution is conveyed to other penguins in a group [35].
5.7.1 Pseudocode of Penguin Swarm Optimization Algorithm (PeSOA). The pseudocode of Penguin
Swarm Optimization Algorithm is shown in Algorithm 6. The next optimal location can be identified
by using equation 16.
𝑡
𝑋𝑖+1
= 𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝑟𝑖𝑡 |𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝑋𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 |

(16)

where, 𝑟𝑖𝑡 is a random number for distribution
𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 is the globally found best solution
𝑋𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 previous best solution.
The complexity of the PeSOA algorithm is 𝑂 (𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 ∗ 𝑛 ∗ 𝑐 𝑓 ), where 𝑐 𝑓 is the computation
required for evaluating fitness function, 𝑛 is the population size, 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 is the maximum number
of iterations.
Penguin scheduling technique may work effectively for some of the applications and for others
it may detect all local and global minimum depending on the size of the group of penguins is big or
small. Moreover, reproduction and migration rules used in PeSOA can be modified to make it more
efficient. PeSOA scheduling algorithm can be combined with other scheduling algorithms to make
it more effective metaheuristic scheduling algorithm.
The key observations extracted from the study of the literature must be addressed and the existing
multi-objective metaheuristic optimization scheduling algorithm should be analyzed quantitatively
so as to determine their level of efficiency and effectiveness in solving scheduling optimization
problem.
6

COMPARISONS OF SCHEDULING SIMULATORS WITH METAHEURISTICS

In real cloud environment, it is expensive and difficult to do experimentation on real world data.
Moreover if experiment doesn’t performed as planned, it may led to loss of important data. Thus
a simulator which can mimic the environment of real cloud is required [100]. So that various
techniques and mechanisms proposed for the benefits of the stakeholders can be tested and validated [98]. Once approved, these techniques and mechanisms can be implemented in real cloud
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Algorithm 6 Penguin Swarm Optimization Algorithm (PeSOA)
Input: 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 , Total Penguins T
Output:Best Hunter Penguin
1: Randomly place the penguin in the solution space, represented by 𝑋𝑖𝑡 ∈ 𝑆.
2: 𝑖 ← 1
3: while (𝑖 < 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 ) do
4:
for (𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑋𝑖𝑡 ∈ 𝑆) do
5:
Check the oxygen reserve of 𝑡 𝑡ℎ penguin & take a random step accordingly.
Update the 𝑡 𝑡ℎ penguin location, 𝑋𝑖𝑡 using equation 16 while satisfying the reserve
6:
oxygen criteria.
7:
Update the fitness function of 𝑋𝑖𝑡 solution (fish eaten by 𝑡 𝑡ℎ penguin)
8:
end for
9:
Select the best group by computing the fitness function of entire group.
10:
Update the best found solution 𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
11:
𝑖 ←𝑖 +1
12: end while

environment without any fear of losing data [10] [81]. The evaluation of various QoS constraints
as per the service level agreement between cloud providers and cloud consumers, can be done with
the help of cloud simulators. There are number of cloud simulators available in the market that
differs in terms of their layers of implementation, applicability, constraints modelling, portability
and so on [71] [92]. The comparative analysis of various cloud simulators on the basis of different
parameters is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Comparison of Cloud Simulators on the basis of various parameters
Cloud Simulators
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
ThermoSim[42]
2020 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕
BigDataSDNSim[5]
2019 ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
SCORE[31]
2018 ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕
GAME-SCORE[32]
2018 ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕
DynamicCloudSim[16] 2014 ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕
CloudShed[101]
2013 ✓ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
FTCloudSim[57]
2013 ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕
WorkflowSim[24]
2012 ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕
iCanCloud[77]
2011 ✓ ✕ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕
GDCSim[47]
2011 ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✓
NetworkCloudSim[34] 2011 ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕
GreenCloud[56]
2010 ✕ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕ ✕
CloudAnalyst[112]
2010 ✓ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕
MDCSim[66]
2009 ✕ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕
CloudSim[20]
2009 ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕
1-Publication Year, 2-Cost Model. 3-SLA Support, 4-Energy Model, 5-GUI Support, 6-Federation Model,
7-Open Source Availability, 8-Communication Model, 9-Platform Portability, 10-Congestion Control
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It is concluded from the comparative analysis performed in the Table 5 that as the CloudSim
simulator supports cost modelling, energy modelling, federation modelling, communication modelling and its available openly, thus it can be used for performing experimentation in almost all
application areas of cloud computing.
7

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section represents the results and discuss the quantitative analysis of various existing metaheuristic scheduling algorithms in cloud environment and an elaborated comparison is provided on
the basis of scheduling parameters like makespan and resource utilization cost. The state-of-the-art
metaheuristic scheduling algorithms in cloud environment employed for comparison are PSO,
PeSOA, CSA, ACO, GA and ABC. Even though there are multiple improved versions of ABC, ACO,
PeSOA, ABC, CSA and GA are available in the literature. But in this paper, their standard versions
are used for performing experiments. In this section, the comparative analysis of various existing
metaheuristic scheduling algorithms is provided and the analysis has been performed using two
scenarios.
7.1 Experimental Setup
Cloudsim simulator has been used for quantitative analysis of various existing metaheuristic
techniques [20] [112] [44]. We also used CloudSim for simulating a cloud computing environment
under two different scenarios. The scenarios use 70 physical machines and 100 VMs and the analysis
is carried out based on the two different scenarios. The MIPS of VM varied from 5000 to 15000
MIPS, processor from 1 to 100 and memory from 1 to 100.
7.2

Implementation Details

The parameters for the algorithms under investigation are tuned by frequent experimentation since
finding optimal value of these parameters is a NP-Hard problem itself. For ACO algorithm, the
parameters 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜏 and Q directly affect the computation results. This paper utilizes the optimal
configuration of parameters i.e. 𝛼 = 𝛽 = 1, 𝜏 = 0.5 and Q = 100. For GA experimentation, the
population size of 20 have been selected with bad individual 0.9 and crossover rate bandwidth
being between 0.2 to 0.4. For PeSOA algorithm, diversification and intensification can be controlled
by the parameters such as number of generations, population size, initial oxygen reserve etc. HillClimbing algorithm have been used to compute the near optimal value of these parameters for
PeSOA experimentation. For CSA algorithm, the values of parameters are set to be as follows: Total
no of crows = 100, stamina factor = 1.5 and r = [0,1] with awareness probability being 0.1 for all.
The population size for ABC algorithm experimental setup was set to 100 and max iteration was 50.
In PSO algorithm, both accelerate constants are set to be 2.05, whereas maximum and minimum
inertia values are 0.9 and 0.4 respectively.
In cloud services, the major part of quality assurance can be improved through the latency
efficiency. Distributed tracing systems like Google Traces can be used to collect the data generated
by various applications. In our experimentation, the historical data of latency records provide by
Google traces have been utilised. Instead of using random data, this approach had been followed
for achieving realistic effectiveness of metaheuristic techniques.
7.3

Simulation Results

The experiments on various state-of-the-art metaheuristic scheduling techniques have been carried
out in cloud environment. This section portrays the results of the experimentation performed.
The objective of the simulation is to compute the makespan of various metaheuristic scheduling
algorithms under test. The algorithm that will possess minimum makespan is considered to be the
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optimal metaheuristic scheduling algorithm. The performance of various metaheuristic scheduling
algorithms is calculated using following different test scenarios.
7.3.1 Scenario 1: Experimentation with task set size varied from 500 to 2500 tasks with fixed number
of iterations i.e. 40. During experimentation, the task set size has been varied from 500 to 2500
tasks, the values of makespan for each metaheuristic algorithm under test has been calculated
and represented graphically in Figure 5. The makespan is measured in terms of milliseconds
(ms) and resource utilization cost is measured in terms of Cloud Dollars (C$) [20]. The graphical
representation clearly depicts the variations of makespan with the increasing number of tasks.
16
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Fig. 5. Graphical Representation of Makespan of different Metaheuristic Scheduling Techniques on varied
set of tasks

When the techniques under investigation were implemented for the minimum value of task set
size and fixed number of iterations i.e. 40, the value of makespan for CSA, PeSOA, PSO, ABC, GA
and ACO was 0.26789559, 0.3107328675, 0.3396585325, 0.5642057725, 0.937479035 and 1.407698615,
respectively. From the graphical representation, it is evident that the CSA algorithm has emerged as
the most optimal metaheuristic algorithm in contrast to other considered state-of-the-art algorithms.
Whereas, for the maximum task set size, the value of makespan for the ACO, PSO, GA, ABC,
CSA and PeSOA algorithms was 15, 6.11661085, 10.9737904, 8.7644275, 3.10493175 and 3.2421324,
respectively. It is observed that the CSA algorithm has outrun all the other algorithms and has
achieved minimum makespan, hence it has turned out to be the most optimal metaheuristic
algorithm. Thus, in case of makespan determined on varied task set size, the resultant optimal
pattern for the algorithms under investigation is 𝐶𝑆𝐴 > 𝑃𝑒𝑆𝑂𝐴 > 𝑃𝑆𝑂 > 𝐴𝐵𝐶 > 𝐺𝐴 > 𝐴𝐶𝑂.
Furthermore, the aim of the simulation is to compute the resource utilization cost of various
metaheuristic algorithms under test. The algorithm running with the minimum resource utilization
cost is considered to be the most optimal metaheuristic scheduling algorithm. The graphical
representation shown in Figure 6 clearly reflects the variation of resource utilization cost with the
increasing number of tasks.
When the algorithms under investigation were implemented for the minimum value of task set
size and fixed number of iterations i.e. 40, the value of resource utilization cost for CSA, PeSOA,
PSO, ABC, GA and ACO was 0.31011076, 0.334315355, 0.374337445, 0.437624605, 0.4494047515 and
0.4501328475, respectively. From the graphical representation, it is evident that the CSA algorithm
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Fig. 6. Graphical Representation of Resource Utilization Cost of different Metaheuristic Scheduling Techniques
on varied set of tasks

has emerged as the most optimal metaheuristic algorithm in contrast to other considered state-ofthe-art algorithms.
Whereas, when the task set size value considered for experimentation was taken as maximum,
the value of resource utilization cost for the ACO, PSO, GA, ABC, CSA and PeSOA algorithms
was 10.81321875, 8.7769473, 10.5269793, 8.9610782, 5.8065959 and 8.03324605, respectively. It is
noted from the resource utilization cost values, that the CSA algorithm has outrun all the other
algorithms and has achieved minimum resource utilization cost, hence it has turned out to be the
most optimal metaheuristic algorithm. So, in case of resource utilization cost calculated on varied
task set size, the resultant optimal pattern for the algorithms under test is 𝐶𝑆𝐴 > 𝑃𝑒𝑆𝑂𝐴 > 𝑃𝑆𝑂 >
𝐴𝐵𝐶 > 𝐺𝐴 > 𝐴𝐶𝑂.
7.3.2 Scenario 2: Experimentation with fixed task set size of 3000 and 5000 tasks with the number of
iterations varied from 10 to 50. To determine most optimal scheduling algorithm among various
existing metaheuristic scheduling algorithms, makespan and resource utilization cost will be
calculated. The experimentation has been performed using two different simulation setups.
• Setup 1 with task set size of 3000: The scheduling algorithm which exhibits the minimum
makespan, is considered to be most optimal algorithm. The graphical representation of
comparative analysis of different metaheuristic scheduling algorithms based on makespan for
setup 1 with task set size of 3000 tasks has been portrayed in Figure 7. When the number of
iterations were varied from 10 to 50, it was observed that CSA algorithm is the most optimal
in all the cases as compared to other considered metaheuristic algorithms.
Further, the metaheuristic algorithm also exhibiting the minimum resource utilization cost
will be considered as the most optimal one. The pictorial representation of the analysis of
different metaheuristic algorithms based on resource utilization cost for setup 1 with task set
size of 3000 has been shown in Figure 8. The CSA algorithm exhibits the minimum resource
utilization cost for all the varied number of iterations (10 to 50), which is the most optimal,
in contrast to other metaheuristic algorithms examined.
• Setup 2 with task set size of 5000: For setup 2 with task set size of 5000, the graphical representation of comparative analysis of different metaheuristic algorithms based on makespan
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Fig. 7. Graphical Representation of Comparative Analysis of different Metaheuristic Scheduling Algorithms
based on Makespan using Setup 1
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Fig. 8. Graphical Representation of Comparative Analysis of different Metaheuristic Scheduling Algorithms
based on Resource Utilization Cost using Setup 1

has been displayed in Figure 9. When the number of iterations were varied from 10 to 50, it
was observed that CSA algorithm is again the most optimal in all the cases as compared to
other existing metaheuristic algorithms tested in this section.
Further, the pictorial representation of comparative analysis of different metaheuristic algorithms based on resource utilization cost for the task set size of 5000 has been displayed in
Figure 10. The CSA algorithm exhibits the minimum resource utilization cost for all the varied
number of iterations (10 to 50), which is the most optimal, in contrast to other metaheuristic
algorithms examined.
7.3.3 Comparative Discussion. It has been observed from the graphical representations that CSA
metaheuristic algorithm reduces both makespan and resource utilization cost to minimum on
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Fig. 9. Graphical Representation of Comparative Analysis of different Metaheuristic Scheduling Algorithms
based on Makespan using Setup 2
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Fig. 10. Graphical Representation of Comparative Analysis of different Metaheuristic Scheduling Algorithms
based on Resource Utilization Cost using Setup 2

the varied number of iterations, as compared to existing methods like ACO, PSO, GA, ABC and
PeSOA. So, the CSA metaheuristic algorithm turns out to be most optimal among various other
metaheuristic algorithms considered for comparison. Further, the makespan and resource utilization
cost of the PeSOA algorithm is the second to minimum when compared with existing methods
like ACO, PSO, GA, ABC and CSA on varied number of iterations (10 to 50). So PeSOA algorithm
is proved to be the second optimal algorithm, whereas, ACO algorithm is proved to be the least
optimal metaheuristic algorithm among PSO, GA, ABC, CSA and PeSOA metaheuristic algorithms.
Further, it has been observed during experimentation that the resource cost of the metaheuristic
algorithms under investigation itself is an important evaluation factor. So, the resource cost of
each of the metaheuristic algorithm under investigation has been calculated and the comparative
analysis has been represented graphically in Figure 11. Resource cost is defined as the multiplication
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Fig. 11. Graphical Representation of Comparative Analysis of different Metaheuristic Scheduling Algorithms
based on Resource Cost

of price of a particular resource and its execution time [40]. The price of a resource is a constant
amount represented in Cloud Dollars (C$) whereas execution time is the amount of time required
to execute application successfully and is represented in seconds. During experimentation, it has
been observed that the execution cost is increasing as the number of tasks submitted by the users
increases for PeSOA, GA, ACO, ABC, PSO and CSA metaheuristic algorithms. The average value of
resource cost in CSA is 4.59%, 14.08%, 25.43%, 38.64% and 42.54% less than PeSOA, PSO, ABC, GA
and ACO algorithms respectively. Therefore, it is evident from the experiment that CSA consumes
less cost as compared to other considered metaheuristic algorithms.
8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this paper, the goal of systematic review is to showcase insights of different multi-criteria
metaheuristic scheduling techniques in cloud environment. The six state-of-the-art metaheuristic
techniques: CSA, ABC, GA, PeSOA, ACO, and PSO have been analysed quantitatively depending
on scheduling parameters such as RUC and makespan. Before performing analysis, different cloud
simulators have been compared based on various parameters to find out which is the best cloud
simulator to carry on the experimentation. As a result, the CloudSim simulator has turned out
as the best choice for performing experimentation in cloud environment. Thus, the comparative
analysis of different metaheuristic techniques has been done using CloudSim simulator. During
experimentation, the values of both makespan and resource utilization cost were obtained on
varied task set size. The resultant optimal pattern for the algorithms under investigation was
𝐶𝑆𝐴 > 𝑃𝑒𝑆𝑂𝐴 > 𝑃𝑆𝑂 > 𝐴𝐵𝐶 > 𝐺𝐴 > 𝐴𝐶𝑂. The experimental results demonstrate that CSA
provides effective outcomes as compared to other considered metaheuristic techniques. Thus, it is
the most optimal metaheuristic scheduling algorithm among the examined techniques and PeSOA
has figured out to be the second optimal metaheuristic scheduling algorithm. Finally, various
promising future research directions have been proposed.
8.1

Future research directions

In cloud environment, both the stakeholders i.e. cloud providers and consumers, can use the
conclusive results obtained in this paper, in selecting the most optimal metaheuristic technique for
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executing their submitted applications on to the allocated resources. We have identified various
promising future research directions based on the analysis, which are discussed below:
• Hybridization: The objective of hybridization concept is to harness the advantages of each
algorithm used in making hybrid algorithm [1] [45]. Based on the analysis done in this paper,
in future, it is proposed to integrate the CSA with PeSOA and develop a new algorithm
named as CPO (Crow Penguin Optimizer) for finding the new solution for multi-criteria
scheduling optimization problem [90]. The performance of CPO algorithm can be evaluated
and compared with the existing standard versions of metaheuristic techniques like ACO, PSO,
GA, ABC, traditional CSA and PeSOA in terms of QoS, resource utilization cost, makespan
and load based on most recent data extracted from google traces.
• Industry 4.0: Task scheduling algorithms using cloud computing architecture are useful in
Industry 4.0-based applications as well. Industry 4.0 standards includes cognitive computing,
artificial intelligence, cloud computing [99]. Cyber-physical systems and IoT offer easy go
and efficient solutions to handle industrial practices in manufacturing, supply chain and
other sectors [99]. The tasks scheduling algorithms can improve the applicability of Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT) practices in these sectors, and it would be interesting to measure
the statistics and explore the possibilities in different specialized sectors [51].
• Security: Blockchain is an emerging technology and in future it can be can be used for
ensuring the security of the resources in the cloud environment. However, as cloud service
providers are handling the responsibility of managing the cloud resources, they can use
Blockchain technology for tracing the usage and provisioning of cloud resources as per the
demand of consumers [55].
• Software-Defined Network (SDN): In future, the virtualization concept in cloud computing
can be applied in more secure and effective way by enabling the virtualization in the physical
layer of the cloud computing architecture. The SDN paradigm when combined with cloud
computing paradigm will minimize the consumption of power and improves the usage of the
network while executing the user’s applications [59].
• Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning: Effective artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques can be employed to predict the future workload on available
resources [43]. Users can do predictive analysis using artificial intelligence and machine
learning techniques to forecast the optimal value of control parameters of metaheuristic
techniques deployed in their optimization problem [14].
• IoT Applications: Tasks distribution over reduced number of computing resources is useful
to various IoT applications including healthcare, agriculture, traffic management. In healthcare, tasks (like patient’s historical data processing, data sharing, secure data storage and
retrieval, doctor’s specialization, and success rate, staff rating) can be processed in parallel
using advanced task scheduling algorithms. Similarly, soil fertility measurement and environment conditions detection using sensors, data collection, processing, statistics generation
and visualization are important IoT and cloud computing-based application in agriculture
domain. In traffic management, automated image-based vehicle detection, on-road rule violation detection and other traffic engineering tasks requires a lot of heavy computational
jobs that can be scheduled easily using task scheduling algorithms over cloud infrastructure.
Thus, these applications and their performance analysis can be measured using discussed
algorithms in future [64].
• Mobile Cloud Computing: The mobile edge computing paradigm is the recent trend in the
field of computing. The latency should be less, as far as the gaming applications submitted
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by the users is concerned. The mobile edge computing enables users to run their applications
on the provisioned resources efficiently with less communication delays [76].
Quantum Computing: Quantum computing can help and transform the processes and
techniques used in the field of machine learning for performing predictive analysis on finding
the optimal value of control parameters which will further let the metaheuristic algorithm to
converge to a global optimal solution in large search space [41] [106].
Serverless Edge Computing: The concept of Serverless Edge Computing can be utilized to
improve the scalabilty and reduce the computing cost while processing the incoming requests
from various IoT or edge devices [36]. Further, the popular technologies such as Quantum
Computing and Blockchain can be used along with Serverless Edge Computing to improve
computational speed and security [41] [36].
Experimental Environments: IoT, Edge and Fog computing came into existence with the
advancements in the cloud computing paradigm. In future, more advanced simulators such
as iFogSim [46], FogNetSim++ [80] and iThermoFog [105] are required to test and validate
the scheduling techniques developed in these computing paradigms [10] [100].
Trust and Privacy: There are various research challenges are emerging as the computing
paradigm shifts is going from personal computing to cloud computing. [43] [113]. To facilitate
this paradigm shift, there is a need for the development of new trust and privacy models
developed for cloud computing to offer a safe environment to all the stakeholders. Therefore,
trust and privacy constraints must be consider for developing of new resource scheduling
algorithms to maximize resource utilization dynamically.
5G/6G: There is a need to adopt fifth/sixth (5G/6G) generation mobile telecommunication
services to provide the ability for fast transmission of data with minimum latency and energy
consumption [29]. In future, the real time mission-critical and sophisticated applications can
utilize 5G/6G technologies to provide the robust communication during resource sharing
[103].
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